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Mr. Nathaniel Scurry
Office of Management and Budget
Reports Management, Room 3201
New-Executive Office Building
Washinoton, D. C. 20502'

Dear Mr. Scurry:

In accordance with Section 3507 of Public Law 96 511 of December 11, 1980
and regulations of the Office of' Management and Budget, I am enclosing for
0MB review copies of Standard Form-83 and the Supporting Statement covering
an information collection requirement regarding licensees analyses of
significant. hazards issues in their license amendment requestad. The
requirement is necessitated by recent legislation, as described in the
enclosed Commission papers, SECY-83.J6 and 16A.

G oso
The estimated respondent burden is t;r400 hours.

'

In accordance with NRC's procedures, my staff has reviewed this proposed
information collection for duplication and found no similar requirement in
the agency. Therefore, we are transmitting this material for appropriate
OMB review and approval.

OMB approval is requested by the close of business Friday, February 18,
1983, to ensure adequate time to meet the legislative deadlina.

-

Sincerely,

Patricia G. Norry, Director
Office of Administration

Enclosures:
As stated
DISTRIBUTION:
PDR WJ01mstead
PNorry,ADM(2) TDorian
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IMB(ProgramOffice) bec: Purple
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SUPPORTING STATEMENT

'

Request for OMB Approval of Reporting Requirement in Interim Final Rule>

on.". Notice and State Consultation"

As explained in the enclosed Comission papers, SECY-83-16 and 16A, NRC
is under a tight, . legislatively-imposed deadline to promulgate several
rules. One of these, an interim final rule on " Notice and State
Consultation," involves a reporting requirement, concerning the issue of
significant hazards considerations, that needs OMB's approval. The
reporting requirement does not overlap or duplicate any other NRC or
federal information collection requirements. It is found in pages 13, 20,
26 and 28a of enclosure 4A of SECY-83-16A and pages 13, 20, 26 and 28 of
enclosure -4A of SECY-83-16. The preamble of the rule in enclosures 4 and
4A explains the importance of the significant hazards issue. In this
context, review of enclosures 3 and 3A, involving a sister rule, may be
helpful.~

Under il 50.91(a)(1) and (b)(1) of the rule (see pages 26 and 28 or
28a), a licensee requesting an amendment must provide to the NRC and the
State in which its facility is located its amendment application and its
analysis about the issue of significant hazards. To get a quick start
on the public notification and State consultation procedures required by
the legislation, both NRC and the State need licensees' analyses on
significant hazards issues because licensees are in the best position to
explain their amendment requests: NRC needs licensees' analyses to
quickly make and publish for public comment its " proposed determinations"
on significant hazards issues (see the explanation of " proposed
determinations" in the preamble of the rule); and the States also need
licensees' analyses in order to quickly consult with NRC (see the
State consultation procedures in the preamble of the rule).

As discussed in enclosure 5 of the two papers described before, the rule
would apply to 76 operating nuclear power plants and to two testing
facilities. Licensees of these reactors request about 600 amendments
per year, an average of about eight requests per year for each slicense . It is estimated that a licensee would spend on the average of ab$about hoursperanalysis,'(32'er: Sr :P ch'+ e' ite * ~+ 's Affrequette "er jar,. most analyses would simply require a quick '

determination under the standards in i 50.92(b) of the rule d ibed in r"4* *e

enclosures 3 and 3A; some_ amendment requests would requir iore extensive "

)3 analysesunderthestandardsini50.92(()H[f' hours. Assuming an hourly
&.,'''" sFor 600 a. dments, the total Jt.,WI

. on 1 censees would be about 2,'^^ .. WWrate o , an analysis for an amendment request wou d cost a licensee 87 &cj.
about $ The total cost for 600 amendments would be about $16&;60tT.

(J A. f Afo,n* 6 w y ^ b.
.

NRC would use a licensee's analysis as a startingoMt (gr its %significant hazards review. . Gu a mrg, % -u wg about 40
hourss*vtewir.g ::ch requast;- f=" a total of 6,000 hours W 600 requests
per year. It enld thnc daunto abcut thr;; p;r;;r p ;rs of staft-tima
to all 600 -r.t;r,t , qve5i.s tassuming 4,uvu nouo per staff Tew).C- -~~

increese-i.ts--information-bttdget by this ama"n+ +ha+ 45 by A nnn hnurc -,
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Documents contairling reporting or recordkeeping requirements:
Office of Management and Budget review

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

ACTION: Notice of the Office o'f Management and Budget Review of
information collection.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Comission has recently submitted to
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) for review the
following proposal for the collection of information under the
provisions of the Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C. Chapter
35)..

1. Type of submission, new revision or extension: New.
~

2. The title of the information collection: Hotice and
State consultation.

3. The form nunter if applicable: N/A.

4. How often the collection is required: Each time a
licensee of a nuclear power plant or of a testing facility
requests a license amendment.

5. Who will be required or asked to report: As steted in
No. 4.

6. An estimate of the number of responses: 600 per year.

7. An estimate of the' total number of hou needed to [
complete the requirement or request: hours per license
amendment, for a total of A400* hours for 600 amendments.

(g n s
8. "An indication of whether Section 3504 (h), Pub. L. 96-511

applies: N/A.

9. Abstract: Under an NRC interim final rule, " Notice and
State Consultation," a licensee of a nuclear power plant or of
a testing facility would have to provide to the NRC and the
State in which its facility is located its amendment
application and its anlaysis about the issue of significant
hazards.

.
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Copies of the submittal may be inspected or obtained for a feem
from NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street N.W. Washington,
D.C. 20555.-,

I"-
Comments and questions:should be directed to the OMB' reviewer,
Jefferson ~B. Hill (202) 395-7340.

NRC Clearance Officer is R. Stephen Scott, .(301) 492-8585.

. Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this day of , 1983.

Patricia G. Norry, Director
Office of Administration

. .
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H/-2 PDR.
$n ano IN RESPONSE, PLEASE'

/ o,, UNITED STATES REFER TO: M830222
!_ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,,

ACTION - Cunningham-5 i W ASHINGTON. D.C. 20556
'
'

* Cys: Dirckso, .
.

''% * * * * * / February 28, 1983 Roe"

Rehrr

OFFICE OF THE . tellO
enton "

SECRETARY

MEMORANDUM FOR: William J. Dircks, Executive Director
for Operation.1

FROM:- Samuel J. Chilk, Secretary

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - DISCUES !? OF SECY-83-16A
- REGULATIONS TO IMPLEMENT PUBLIC LAW 97-415,
2:30 P.M., TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1983,
COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE ROOM, D.C. OFFICE
(OPEN TO PUBLIC ATTENDANCE)

The Commission provided OELD with guidance for the purpose of
revising SECY-83-16A and requested that the paper be returned
to the Commission for review and affirmation.

(OELD) (SECY Suspense: 3/4/83)

(Subsequently, SECY-83-16A was scheduled for affirmation on
Thursday, March 10, 1983.)

cc: Chairman Palladino
Commissioner Gilinsky
Commissioner Ahearne
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Asselstine
Commission Staff Offices
PDR - Advance
DCS - 016 Phillips

Rec'd 0ff. EDO
C:Ie. . . 3 d .7.I.4]. ,,,
Timo. . . . . R i Ac. p . . . . ,
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LAW OFFICES OF I

DEBEVOISE & LIBERMAN y
1200 SCVE NTE CNTH STRECT.N W.

WASHINGTO N. D. C. 20036

TCLCPHONE (402) 657* 9600

February 14, 1983

.

The Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino
Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chairman:
,

NRC Rulemaking Regarding No
Significant Hazards Consideration

I. BACKGROUND

The NRC Staff's most recent draf t proposal to the
Commission regarding license amendments involving no
significant hazards considerations included "reracking of
a spent fuel storage pool" as a specific example of an
amendment.that is "likely" to involve significant hazards
considerations. (SECY-83-16 at p. 21, Enclosure 3 (January
13, 1983)) During the January 18, 1983 Commission' meeting
wherein this draft proposal was discussed, Commissioner
Ahearne expressed concern that this proposed example did
not fall within the three technical criteria set forth by
the Staff for identifying activities involving significant
hazards considerations. The Staff's position is that the
reracking example was'not added because it fell within tne
three criteria, but rather was added at the instigation of'

the legislative process. SECY-83-16 at pp.16-17. We
believe the Staff's position to be in error.

.

We have analyzed the appropriate legal authority and
legislative history regarding this matter and bring it to
your attention for consideration. From our analysis, as
set forth more fully belowl we conclude that (1) congres-
sional action did not bind the NRC to include reracking
spent fuel pools as examples of licensing amendments that
are likely to involve significant hazards considerations,
(2) in any event, the legislative history viewed as a'

'(' whole.does not support the Staff position that reracking
of spent fuel pools should be generally listed as an
example of amendments likely to involve significant haz-
ards considerations, and (3) adopting the Staff proposal

-
.

w

'
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on this issue would, in effect, result in the repeal by
: implication of prior legislation as it relates to amend-.
ments regarding spent fuel pool rarackings.

II. DISCUSSION

A. The Commission Is Not Bound By Enabling
Legislation To Specify That. Amendments
For Spent Fuel Pool Rorackings Are Likely
To-Involve Significant Hazards
Considerations

The issue. presented by Commissioner Ahearne is one of
statutory construction on which the case law is clears

Here, as in every case involving statutory con-
struction, the starting point is the language of-

the statute itself. Greyhound Cora. v. Mt. Hood
Stages, Inc., 437 U.S. 322, 330, 9 3 S.Ct. -2370,
2375, 57 L.Ed.2d 239, 246 (1978). If the statu-

*

tory words are clear, there is neither.need nor
warrant to look elsewhere. Packard Motor Car
Co. v. NLRB, 330 U.S. 485, 492, 67 S.Ct. 789,

- 7F3, 91 L.Ed. 1040, 1050 (1947); Glenn v. United
States, 571 F.2d 270, 271 (5th Cir. 1978). Con-
gress adopted and the. President signed only the
act itself. The reports of committees and the
congressional debates did not become law. A .

court should depart from the official text of
the statute and seek extrinsic aids to its mean-
ing only if the language is not clear, United
States v. Missouri Pac. R.R. Co . , 278 U.S. 269,
278, 49 S.Ct. 133, 136, 73 L.Ed. 322, 376-77
(1929), or if apparent clarity of language leads
to absurdity of result when applied, United
States v. American Truckinc Ass'ns, 310 U.S.
534, 543-544, 60 S.Ct. 1059,-1063-64, 84 L.Ed.
1345, 1350-51 (1940). [American Trucking
Ass' ns, Inc. v. I.C.C., 659 F.2d 452, 458-59
(5th Cir. 1981).]
In short, if the underlying statute is not ambiguous

with regard to the issue in question, the agency is not '
bound by or required to seek additional guidance from re-
ports of congressional committees or congressional debate.
Indeed, where the statute is clear, the courts have cau-
tioned against " plunging into the murky wa'ters of legis-
lative history in an attempt to fathom [ congressional*

,

intent] " West v. Bergland, 611 F.2d 710,,723~(8th. . . .

Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 821 (1980), quoting
United States v. LeFaivre, 507 F.2d 1288, 1295 (4th Cir. '

e
.
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1974), cert. denied, 420 U.S. 1004 (1975). See also
United States v. Shreveport Grain & Elevator Co.7 767 U.S.
77, 83 (1932) wherein the Supreme Court stated that "In
proper cases, [ committee 3 reports are given consideration
in determining the meaning of a statute, but only where
that meaning is doubtful." See also Griffin v. Oceanic
Contractors, Inc., 102 S.Ct. 324T, 3245, 3250-51 (1982T.

Applying the case law here, Section 12(a)(2)(c) of
the NRC Authorization Act (Public Law 97-415), the under-
lying statute, establishes a statutory scheme for NRC
review and approval of amendment requests involving no
significant hazards and states, in pertinent part, that
the Commission "shall . . establish . (i) standards. . .

for determining.whether any amendment to an operating .

license involves no significant hazards considaration . .
* We submit that neither the terms or intent of this. .

provision leaves any doubt regarding the congressional
mandate, viz. , based on its technical judgement, the Com-
mission is to establish standards for identifying amend-
ments which do not involve considerations of significant
hazards.

The statute does not state or even imply that the
Commission is to base its standards on any criteria other
than its technical judgement of what constitutes signi-

,

ficant hazards. Nor does the statute state or even imply
that exceptions to the commission's technical judgement
are authorized, such as would be the case if the Commis-
sion considered all reracking of spent fuel pools as in-
volving a significant hazard based solely on some state-
ments of legislators without a sound technical basis.
.Indeed, the statute gives no additional guidance to the
NRC regarding such standards; and none is needed. This

'

point is significant in that during deliberations on the
statute, Congress had before it the Commission's proposed
criteria defining significant hazards considerations which
did not include as an activity likely to involve signi--

ficant hazards considerations the reracking of spent fuel
pools. See e.g., Hearing before the House Subcommittee on
Energy and the Environment, 97th Cong. 1st Sess., p. 202
(February 24, 1981); Hearings before the Senate Subcom-
mittee on Nuclear Regulation 97th Cong. lat Sess., pp.
162-3 (March 25 and 31, 1981). If Congress had sought to,

supplant the Commission's technical judgment regarding
spent fuel pool reracking with its own congressional
mandate, the statute would have directed the Commission
accordingly; it does not.

.

O
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In sum, _the statutory mandate set forth in Section 12
(a)(2)(C) of the Authorization Act is clear on.its face *
and leaves no room for question as to the congressional
intent, viz., based on its technial judgement, the Commis-
sion is to establish standards for identifying amendments
which do not involve considerations of significant haz-
ards. In that the statute is clear and unambiguous on its
face, the Commission is not bound by any statements made
in Senate reports or congressional debate regarding the
statute.1

B. The Legislative History Does Not Reflect
A Congressional Intent That Spent Fuel
Pool Rerackings Be Viewed As Amendments
Likely To Involve Significant Hazards
Considerations

While we maintain that the statute is clear, and
thus, the Commission is not bound by statements in the
legislative history regarding reracking spent fuel storage
' pools we submit that, in any event, the legislative his-,

tory does not reflect congressional intent that the Com-
mission should treat spent fuel storage rerackings as
likely to involve significant hazards considerations.

In reviewing the legislative history, we were cogni-
zant of the Supreme Court's long-standing admonition that '

the impact of legislative materials must be evaluated in
light of the whole legislative scheme, the purpose sought
to be achieved and the particular statutory provisions

1 If the Commission excluded a category of activities,
such as reracking spent fuel pools, based not on
technical criteria as to what constituted a "signi-
ficant hazards consideration" as directed by the
statute, but on non-binding statements of legisla-
tors, it could be argued that the NRC was exceeding
its statutory authority. See e.g., Santa Fe Indus-
tries, Inc. v. Green, 430 U.S. 462, 472-3 (1977),
wherein the Supreme Court stated:

The rulemaking power granted to an administra-
tive agency charged with the administration of a
federal statute is not the power to make law.
Rather, it is 'the power to adopt regulations to
carry into effect the will of Congress as ex-

[The scope ofpressed by the statute."' . . .

the Rule] cannot exceed the power granted the*
,

Commission by Congress under $10(b)." Id.,.at
212-214, 47 L.Ed.2d 668, 96 S.Ct. 1375.-~[ Foot-
note omitted]

<
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under scrutiny. United States v. The Heirslof Boisdore',
1850, 8 Ekat. 113, 122, 12 L.Ed. 1009. In addition, |

'

"[s3ince the conclusions in the conference-report were i
'

commended tofthe entire Congress, they. carry g
weight than 'other of the legislative history."geater

~

American i

Jewish Congress v. Krops, 574 F.2d.624, 629 n. 36 (D.C.
Cir. 1978). Finally, "Lr3esort to legislative materials
[in construing a statute] is not-permissible Where [such !

.

~

materials) . . . are contridictory or ambiguous." Holtz-- -

[ man v. Schlensinger, 484 F.2d 1307,-1314 (2nd Cir. 1973)
cert. ' denied, 416 U.S. 936 (1974) . See also NLRB v.
PTEterers' Local Union No. 79, 404 U.S.W,W n. 24
(1971). ;.

The: legislative history of this statute reflects that
Section 12 of the Authorization Act, the underlying pro- *

"

vi'sion in question, was modified.by the conference com-
mittee in an attempt to obtain the concurrence of both the

.

House'and. Senate. Thus, neither the Senate or House ver-
'

- slons of the bill' contained all the provisons of the final
. statute which received the concurrence of both houses of

Y Congress. Accordingly,.to the extent that that statue is a
unclear on its face, Which we maintain it is not, the

L Conference Report is to be given great weight in attempt -

| ing to construe the intent of Congress. See American '

Jewish Congress v. Krops. ,

|=

!
I

2 In this regard, the courts are reluctant to presume
general congressional concurrence with reports of
either house of Congress without clear indic' tion of |a

! total consensus on the issue. See e.g., TVA v. Hill, ;
l 437 U.S.: 153, 192 (1978) wherein the Supreme Court

stated as follows:- -

Only recently, in SEC v. Sloan, 436 U.S. 103, 56
L.Ed.2d 148, 98 S.Ct.-1702 (1978), we declined.

to presume general congressional acquiescence.in
a 34-year old practice of the Securities and !

Exchange Commission despite the fact that the
Senate Committee having jurisdiction over the i

Commission's activities had long expressed

[ approval of the practice. Mr. Justice
| Rehnquist, speaking for the Court observed

that we should be " extremely hesitant to pre- |
'

sume general congressional awareness of the
'

Commission's construction based only upon a
few isolated statements in the thousands of
pages of legislative documents." Id., at 121,
56 L.Ed.2d 148, 98 S. Ct. 1702.

.
.

; -
,
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The Congressional Conference Report on the relevant
provision of the statute states, in pertinent part, as -

follows:

The conferees also. expect the Commission, in
promulgating the regulations required by the new
subsection (2)(C)(1) of section'189a of the
Atomic; Energy Act, to establish standards that
to the extent practicable draw a clear distinc-
tion between license amendments that-involve a
significant hazards consideration and'those
amendments that involve no such consideration..
These standards should not require-the NRC. staff
to prejudge the merits of the. issues raised by a<

proposed license amendment. Rather, they should
only require the staff to identify those issues
and determine whether they involve significant-

health, safety or environmental considerations.
These standards should be capable of being
applied with ease and certainty, and should-

, '
'

ensure that the NRC staff does not resolve
doubtful or_ borderline cases with a finding of
no significant' hazards consideration. [ conf.
Rep. No. 97-884, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., 37.

(1982).3

Significantly, the conference Report only provides
direction consistent with the express provisions of the
statute itself, i.e., the Commission'should base its stan-
dards regarding significant hazards considerations ' on
technical issues involving "significant health, safety or
-environmental. considerations." Id. The Report provides
no-support for the position that Bongress intended that

-

the. commission include spent fuel raracking in a' category
of activities likely to involve significant hazards con-
siderations. If~ Congress had sought to provide specific
views to the Commission concerning its mandate to estab-
lish technical criteria as they relate to spent fuel pool
rerackings, Congress would have provided such additional
views in the Conference Report. Indeed, Congress provided
additional views on other issues, such as its statements
in the Conference Report that in establishing technical
criteria the commission should be " sensitive to the issu'e
posed by the license amendments that have irreversible
consequences (such as those permitting an increase in the
amount of effluents or radiation emitted from a facil-
ity...)." Id. at pp. 37-8.

'

In that the Conference Report reflects the positions
of both houses of Congress, its failure to include speci-
fic requirements regarding spent fuel storage reracking is '

,

-
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- clearly _ reflective of the final Congressional intent that
- reracking should be treated no differently than other ,

activities. This is particularly the case here, where
Congress had before it the Commission's proposed rule cn1
this subject 1which did not include spent fuel rerackings
- in a category which involved significant hazards consid-
erations. If Congress had intended otherwise it would
have so st'ated.

Turning now to the legislative history involving
Senate and House reports and debate, the NRC Staff appar-
ently bases its position that the Congress intended that
raracking should be included as an example of amendments
involving significant hazards considerations on the
-following section of the Report of the Senate Committee on
- Environment and'Public Work (SECY-83-16, supra, at Enclo- *

sure 3 p. 17):3
.

The Committee anticipates, for example, that
consistent with prior practice, the Commission's
standards would not permit a "no significant
hazards consideration" determination for' license
amendments to permit reracking of spent fuel
pools. [S. 1207 at p. 15.]

An examination of case law involving statutory
construction indicates that when resort is made to the '

legislative history, and such is found to be controlling,
fairly clear direction has been provided by Congress. For
example,-see Commissioner v. Bilder, 369 U.S. 499, 502-503
(1962) wherein the Court found that the legislative his-
tory clearly reflected Congress' intent to exc1'de livingu
, expenses from the definition of medical care. In the
instant matter the Senate Report does not provide specific
. direction to the Commission. Rather, the Senate Committee*

merely anticipates-a continuation of prior Commission
practice. Fairly read this statment presumes that the
Commission, not Congress, will continue to make appro-.

priate decisions with regard to spent fuel pool rerack-
ings. In any event, the statement is ambiguous on its
face and is~ based on an erroneous assumption. To' explain,
the Report expresses a preference for the Commission-to
continue its prior practice, but erroneously concludes
that based on prior practice the " Commission's standards

3 Significantly, we can find no support or basis in the
legislative record for this Committee statement. It is
our understanding that it is based, in part, on a
telephone call to one member of the NRC Staff who was
asked for an example of an amendment that was typically
prenoticed.

.
.

.
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would not permit a 'no significant hazards consideration'
determination for license amendments to permit reracking,
of spent fuel pools." Id. This assumption is in error.

Clearly, past Commission practice has never precluded
an applicant for reracking from requesting, and upon an
acceptable showing, from receiving a no significant haz-
ards consideration finding by the Staff. To the best of
our knowledge, during the past six years, the Staff has
never expressly made a finding in any one of the eighty
reracking applications it has granted that such an acti-
vity involves or does not involve a significant hazards( consideration.4 We submit that the lack of such findings'

! is not reflective of technical considerations, but rather
I illustrative of the fact that a no significant hazards

consideration finding has not as yet been sought. (For a
thorough discussion of the history of this issue, see
letter of W. G. Counsil (Northeast Utilities) to you of
February 10, 1983, regarding the issue, incorporated
,herein by reference.) In short, the Senate Committee
Report, while endorsing a continuation of past Commission
practice erroneously characterized that practice as one
which precluded the possibility of an applicant for re-
racking from obtaining a no significant hazards consid-
eration finding. In that this portion of the Report is
based on an erroneous premise and is therefore ambiguous

4 To be clear, it is not our position that reracking
technology not yet proven should be accorded a no
significant hazards consideration' finding. But,
when such technology has reached the stage where it
is proven and involves no significant hazards, it
should not be precluded from obtaining a no signifi-
cant hazards consideration finding upon an acceptable
showing.

This 6istinction between new and proven technology may
have been at the heart of the concern expressed by this
Senate committee which includes as a member Senator
Mitchell from Maine. Senator Mitchell, in discussions
regarding other legislation, has expressed concern over
the possibility of expediting the review and hearing
process as it relates to new reracking technology such
as pin compaction recently proposed at, Maine Yankee, a
nuclear power plant in his home state. 128 Cong. Rec.
S15669-70 (daily ed. Dec. 20, 1982)(Statement of Sen.*

.

Mitchell). With regard to new technology, we. concur
that consistent with past practice, it should not
receive a no significant hazards consideration finding.

-

''
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and contridictory on its face, reliance on such statements'

to construe the intent of a statute is precluded. Holtz-
man v.'Schlensinger, supra.

While the'NRC Staff apparently does not rely on other
portions of the legislative history for its position, we
believe that this issue is raised in one other portion of
the legislative record, viz., a House debate wherein Con-
gressman~Ottinger in responding to a question from Con-

'

gresswoman Snowe. states as follows:

.the expansion of spent fuel pools and the. . .

reracking of the spent fuel pools are clearly
matters which raise significant hazards consid-
erations, and thus amendments for such purposes

,

could not,'under section 11(a)i be issued prior
to the conduct or completion of anhearingorwithoutadvancenotice.grequested

Due to Congressman Ottinger's position as Chairman of
the . Subcommittee which sponsored this bill, his remarks
are to be accorded more weight than a normal legislator
expressing his opinion. However, even the "contempor-

<. aneous remarks of a' single legislator who sponsors a bill
are not controlling in analyzing legislative history."
Consumer Product Safety Commission v. GTE Suivania, Inc.,'
447 U.S. 102, 118 (1980). In any event, Congressman
ottinger's remarks are based on assumptions Which are un-
supported by any factual material, erroneous, and which-

Conressman ottinger is unqualified to make, i.e., that
"the reracking of spent fuel pools are clearly matters
which raise significant. hazards considerations." (Emphasis
, supplied) Indeed, in that the NRC Staff has approved over
80 such rarackings with, to the best of our knowledge,
findings in each that there is, in essence, negligible'

impact, Congrasman ottinger's statement is unsupportal,le -
and erroneous. (For a detailed discussion of'the impacts
of reracking see the' letter of A.C. Theis (Duke Power-

Company) to you dated February 9, 1983, incorporated
herein by reference.) In that Congressman ottinger's
statement is based on an apparent erroneous assumption,
and is thus ambiguous on its face, reliance on such
. statement to construe the intent of a statute is pre-
cluded. Holtzman v. Schlensinger, supra.

5 We note that the basis for Congresswoman Snowe's ques-
tion and Congressman ottinger's response may have been
rerackings involving new technology such as pin com-
paction-then proposed for Maine Yankee, a nuclear power
plant in Congresswoman Snowe's home state'. See note __,
supra.

,
.

.

.

.
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In sum, a review of the legislative history provides '

little. support for the Staff position that Congress man-
dated.that spent fuel pool rerackings should be listed as
an example of-amendments likely to involve significant
hazards considerations. Indeed, we maintain that-it is
arbitrary to take such a view of congressional intent
which would preclude a finding of no significant_ hazards
consideration for amendments related to spent fuel re-
rackings while allowing other, far more hazardous amend-
ments.to be judged on a case-by-case basis.

C. .Tne Staff Proposal Would Result In
An Improper Repeal Of Legislation
By Implication

The inclusion of raracking as an example of an
snendment likely to involve a significant safety hazard
consideration is inconsistent with prior legislation. The
no significant hazards consideration legislation was en-
acted in 1962. Act of Aug. 29, 1962, Pub. L. No. 87-615, .

'{2, 76 Stat. 409. The concept thus has a gloss of two
decades of practice before the Atomic Energy Commission
and'its successor, the NRC. Although the March 3980
notice of ~ proposed :rulemaking apparently constituted the
first official publication of the three criteria used to
determine whether no significant hazards consideration
exists,6 that notice indicated that the criteria ~already
had been in use by the NRC Staff for a considerable period
of time. 45 Fed. Reg.120491, 20493 (1980).

Despite this long history of'not precluding a finding
of no significant hazards consideration with regard to
raracking amendments, the Staff proposal would alter this
practice and establish reracking as a new generic category
of amendment applications that are presumed to involve
significant hazards considerations. See SECY-83-16,
Enclosure 3 at 21.

The Staff does not base this proposed change upon
statutory mandates, but as noted, on a one-sentence
reference to reracking appearing in the Senate report.
Such statement, contains no suggestion that longstanding

6 The criteria are whether operation of the plant under
the proposed license amendment would (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences
of an accident previously evaluated, (2') cras.te the
possibility of an accide'nt of a type different from any*

,

evaluated previously, or (3) involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety. 45 Fed. Reg. 20491,
20493 (1980). ~

-
.
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practice be altered. Rather, it expresses approval of-

" prior practice," Which-involved, where appropriate, the
making of an independent judgment on each individual

,

appplication.,

'

If the raracking reference in the Senate report-is.
interpreted as an expression of intent to preclude re--

,

racking applications from obtaining no significant hazards
; consideration finding (Which we submit it does not) and be.

.taken~as a congressional mandate, (which we . submit it is'
not) this would, in effect, repeal the 1962 statute inso-

,

far as it relates to reracking amendments. Repeals by
,

implication are not favored, even where the repeal is '1

'.
. claimed to be effected by a later-enacted statute. TVA v.
Hill, supra, 437 U.S. at 189-191. This is even more

'

; emphatically so' where, as here, the repeal is claimed to -

have been made by the legislative history of a later-;

i enacted statute. Consumer Product Safety Commission v. GTE
Sylvania, Inc., supra, 477 U.S. at 118 n.-13; Financial
Assistance to Intervenors in Proceedings of the Nuclear

,

Regulatory Commission, 59 Comp. Gen. 228, 231 (1980).

III. CONCLUSION
:

From the foregoing, we maintain that Section 12(a)
| (2)(c) of the NRC Appropriations Act, the underlying

statute in question, provides clear and unambiguous dir
'

ection that based on its technical judgment, the Commis- ,

sion'is to establish standards for identifying amendmentsi

Which do not involve considerations of significant haz-"

ards. If Congress intended for the Commission .to estab-
!; lish standards based on other criteria or to include as a i

! . separate standard all reracking applications, the statute
would have so directed the Commission. Congress's failure

f to include such additional direction in the statute is
*

dispositive of the issue. Further, in that Congress had
before it the Commission's proposed standards during de-

i liberations on the statute, we submit that congressional --

action reflects an Lmplicit endorsement of the approach in "

the proposed standards, which did not include reracking as
"

! a separate category likely to involve significant hazards
considerations. Accordingly, we maintain that in this
instance it is unnecessary, and indeed inappropriate to

i look behind the statute to determine congressional intent. i

t

Further, a review of that portion of the legislative
: history concurred with by both houses, i.e., the confer-
I ence Report, is clearly in accord with the plain meaning

of the rule, and supports our position that binding con-,;

; grossional intent did not include placing re~rackings in a

| special category likely to involve significant hazards
.

;
.

:
L ,

*

*

|.
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consideratlons. .From a review of other portions of the
legislative record not accepted by both houses, the only,
two statements which could-be viewed as support for the
Staff's position were ambiguous and clearly based on
erroneous assumptions and, thus, cannot be relied upon to
construe the intent of'the statute.

Finally, to accept the Staff's position would result
in:the repeal by implication of the'no significant hazards
consideration legislation as it relates to amendments
involving spent fuel pool rerackings.

Thus, we conclude thab (1) congressional action did
not bind the NRC to include raracking spent fuel pools as
examples of licensing amendments that are likely to in-
volve significant hazards considerations, and (2) in any-
event, the legislative history viewed as a whole does not
support the Staff position that reracking of spent fuel
pools should be generally listed as an example of amend-
,ments likely to involve significant hazards consider-

'

ations. To find otherwise would give rise to a most bi--

zarre result Congress would be viewed as making a tech-
nical conclusion that.reracking involves a'significant
safety hazards consideration and the Commission would be

'

relegated to making a political decision that raracking
. involves a significant safety hazards consideration.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide you with our
comments on this important issue and would welcome the ,

opportunity to discuss this with you further if necessary.
Sinc ere'ly,

f Debevoise & Liberman
.

by 6 %,

i . Michael McGarry, III F

$ cc: Commissioner Gilinsky
t Commissioner Ahearne
i Commissioner Roberts
I Commissioner Asselstine

! bec V. Stello
J. Scinto '

,

W.J. Dircks'
*

.

, G.H. Cunninaham* -

*

] M.G. Halsch ,

.
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